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Jean-Luc Huber

About

Director of Finance @ Hilton Strasbourg
Financial Services / France
Specialization/Expertise: Budgets; Financial reporting; Financial analysis
Education: BA

Biography

Jean-Luc is the director of Finance for Hilton Strasbourg for over 25years. Hilton Worldwide is a leading
global hospitality company, spanning the lodging sector from luxury and full-service hotels and resorts to
extended-stay suites and focused-service hotels. For 95 years, Hilton Worldwide has been dedicated to
continuing its tradition of providing exceptional guest experiences. The company's portfolio of twelve
world-class global brands is comprised of more than 4,350 managed, franchised, owned and leased hotels
and timeshare properties, with more than 720,000 rooms in 94 countries and territories, including Hilton
Hotels & Resorts, Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts. Jean-Luc is most proud of his first hotel opening in
Vietnam; he is fluent in French, German and English. He works with an organization that provides an
education for children and in five years he hopes to be a CEO.
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Elisabeth Beatrice Soleim

About

legal advisor/skattejurist @ Skatteetaten
Legal Services / Oslo, Norway
Specialization/Expertise: Business Law
Education: Candidata Juris- Corporate Law- University of Oslo; Economics Degree- Norwegian School of
Economics

Biography

Elisabeth Beatrice Soleim has been working as a legal advisor for Skatteetaten for seven and a half years.
Her responsibilities vary from managing the Norwegian Inland Revenue, accounting, criminal injustice,
transfer pricing, and registration, meetings with companies & lawyers and going to court. They prevent and
rectify injustice. Skatteetaten is an international tax law agency subject to the ministry of finance. They are
responsible for an updated Norwegian population registration and that taxes are set and paid correctly. They
also look at foreigners who want to live and work in Norway. In her spare time she enjoys sports and ballet.
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Carmen Adkins

About

Partner and General Manager @ CBH International SA de CV
Consumer Goods / Cuajinal PA, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Marketing; Cosmetics
Education: Marketing- Universidad de las Americas

Biography

Carmen owns and runs a cosmetic distribution center after many successful years of working for Revelon.
She opened her own company August 2014 as CBH International focusing on full service
comercial/distribution in Health and Beauty. Business is now managing Brands from P&G; Cosnova;
Oleander; Sun Skin Care Research, etc. She has over 20 years in Health & Beauty, managing distributors in
Mexico, Central America and South America. Carmen is a valuable asset to the cosmetic industry as she has
a proven track record in double digit growth.
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Daniel Salcido

About

CFO/Regional Finance Director @ Axalta Coating Systems
Accounting / Mexico City, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Finance; Accounting
Education: BA- Accounting and Finance- Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México, 1993

Biography

Mr. Daniel Salcido is the CFO and Regional Finance Director for all of Latin America for Axalta Coating
Systems since June 2011. He has over 20 year’s business experience and is proficient in business analysis,
leadership, forecasting, strategic financial analysis and planning, and pricing strategy. His responsibilities
include leading a team of over 90 employees and direct reporting of 10 employees. He thrives in
environments that allow him the opportunity to work with different cultures and enjoys learning from others
experiences. He is active in his community and passionate about his charity, Techo that helps impoverished
individuals. He currently resides in Mexico City, and is fluent in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.
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Birgit Stulens

About

Owner @ Stulens Home to Offices
Design / Hasselt, Belgium
Specialization/Expertise: Photography; Entrepreneur; Interior Design; Furniture; Concept Development;
Interior Architecture; Space Management
Education: Specialisation- PhotographySASK Stedelijke Academie voor Schone Kunsten Hasselt, 2009
Bachelor- Management Assistant Languages- Leuven University, 1994

Biography

Brigit is the owner of Stulens Home to Offices, a concept store for Art, Culture & Design. It focuses on happy
sustainability, the furniture which is made in Europe with consideration for people and the environment,
honoring aesthetics and material use. The family business started in 1972, in 2014 the name of the company
changed to Stulens Home to Offices. The company provides concepts for new ways of working, interior
advice, with delivery and after sales services. Her goal is to work closely with clients to achieve a maximum
of quality in result and product quality, trying to provide information on the products she sells, the history of
its design, organizing exhibitions for art, design or architecture. Her goal is to become a local platform for
creative people to connect and offer sustainable brands in a pleasant and inspiring environment. She also
has an art Gallery called Thirty Nine, as a house it wants to organize small private venues, presenting art in
different forms, furniture, objects, photography or contemporary art in a personal environment. In 2007 she
did work for the Flemish Government on Ellips, this was one of the highlights of her career. She speaks
fluent English, French, Italian, German and Dutch.
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René Treier

About

Pyschiatrist @ Praxisgemeinschaft Langhaus
Mental Health Care / Riniken, Switzerland
Specialization/Expertise: Psychiatry/Trauma Therapy
Education: MD-University of Brussels,1987

Biography

Rene started his education considering sports medicine as a career, when he discovered his fascination with
psychiatry and how the brain functions and responds to treatment, he decided to specialize in psychiatry.
Rene specializes in treating patients with ADHS, depressive, traumatic and schizophrenic disorders. Rene
tries to understand the patient, their issues and how they function, he then workouts how to use their own
words to help solve the problem. Rene is most proud of his success with helping and preventing suicides in
his patients. In addition to therapy, Rene as serves as a coach to highly intelligent people.
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Regina Partain

About

CEO @ Bridgeport Strategy
Management Consulting / Chico, TX, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Business; Life Coach
Education: Heriot-Watt University

Biography

Regina Partain is a highly accomplished entrepreneur with a pedigree history of success in building and
owning businesses. Bridgeport Enterprise, the parent company is a woman owned, diverse, yet uniquely
connected, group of business services including Bridgeport Resort, Bridgeport Consulting, Bridgeport
Strategy, Bridgeport Speaking, and Bridgeport Publishing. Partains Bridgeport Resort, includes their beautiful
Bed and Breakfast on Lake Bridgeport, a Lake-house Vacation Rental, Honeymoon Cabin, Family Cabin, and
their amazingly beautiful 2 story event center on the lakefront (cabins and event center are coming soon).
Their event center will be the perfect “get-away” location for the events in your life, both personal and
corporate. They will help you escape your day-to-day busy life in their Bridgeport Enterprise Oasis. As Mars
Venus Executive Trainers, Business and Life Coaches, Regina and her business partner provide full service,
strategic consulting and coaching to executives and small to mid-sized companies through Bridgeport
Strategy. They have brilliantly devised a system of, gender training which has proved successful to the many
corporate clients they service. Their Executive training program highlights the institution of a value system
that incorporates a team driven spirit and a focused and defined outcome.
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Rodolfo López Cerdán

About

Traffics & Distribution Director @ ONEST Logistics
Logistics and Supply Chain / Atizapán de Zaragoza, México, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Inventory; Execution; Strategies; Supply Chain Management; Business Strategy;
Strategic Planning; Team Building; Manufacturing
Education: Masters, Management in Direction; Founder of the New Mexican Council of Logistics
Professionals

Biography

Rodolfo Lopez Cerdan has over 30 years of experience in his career which includes design, development
and deployment of business strategies and multinational supply chain implementations. He started in the IT
departments and had a gradual progression to where he is now. Rodolfo has been running his current
business, ONEST Logistics, for over a year and a half now. There have been many achievements for Rodolfo,
one which includes being the team leader and co creator for the biggest FMCG model in which he weaved
two supply chains together (The Gillette Co into the P&G). It is easy to say that he is quite a busy man, but
Rodolfo insist on making the biggest difference in the world as he possibly can. While he isn't hard at work at
his company, he also participates in being a regular speaker at Academia and Logistics forums. He also
takes the time to help others in need. Rodolfo helps out by volunteering his time at the Association for Blind
People. He has gotten to where he is today by his extreme hard work, his passion, and most certainly his
determination. On top of all of that, Rodolfo is a pleasure to speak to and do business with. His outgoing and
friendly personality has absolutely assisted to his success.
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Kjell Ingebrigtsen

About

CEO/Managing Director @ Infra Red Vision AS
Facilities Services / Norway
Specialization/Expertise: Thermal Imaging Spectrum On and off-shore; Electrical Engineering; Chemical
Plants; Marketing Technology; Security Devises; Thermography; Oil and Energy
Education: Electrical Engineer, Electrical - Norway, 1966 – 1969

Biography

Kjell Ingebrigtsen has owned and managed Infra Red Vision AS for the last 17 years. With a degree in
Electrical Engineering and a continuance for learning Kjell has been able to run one of the largest on and off
shore inspections company in Europe. Kjell specializes in thermal imaging spectrums and delivers under any
inspection conditions. Kjell's company provides correct results within petrochemical process surveys. He has
excelled in his field because he is passionate at what he does and is driven to succeed. Specializing in gas
leaks, thermography, corrosion, health and safety, scale detection, heat exchangers, biofilm, leaking PSV's,
scale detection, and overall inspection. Kjell and his company operate on a global level with accounts that
stretch across Europe. In the past he has spoke on inspection regulations at many conferences and has
been published in Off Shore Industry. Kjell is a supporter and contributor to Cancer Research and is fluent in
Norwegian and English and has basic understanding of German and Spanish.
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TIAGO SEVERINI

About

Senior Customs, Tax and Local Content Lawyer @ Vieira Rezende Advogados
Legal Services / Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: Masters-Public Law-Gama Filho University; MBE-IBET-Foreign Trade; Post Grad-UFRJ

Biography

Tiago started his education in economics, and then had an interest and pursued a career as a lawyer. Tiago
enjoyed both careers so decided to become a Tax Lawyer. He felt this career was most relevant to his
interests, and to prosper in Brazil. Tiago's hard work and ability to develop and enhance his knowledge has
been the key to his success. Tiago hopes in the near future to make partner at his current firm. He also
would like to work with commercial relationships and sales. Tiago is proud of how young and quickly he has
obtained his current position.
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Evgeniya Bernova

About

CEO @ Paradox-Engineering SARL
Motion Pictures and Film / Antibes, France
Specialization/Expertise: Motion Pictures and Film
Education: Masters, Electronics and Engineering- Moscow State Institute of Radio Engineering, Electronics
and Automation (Technical University), 1991 – 1997; Diplomatic Academy of the Russian Ministry for Foreign
Affairs, 1995 – 1998

Biography

Evgeniya first established Paradox-Engineering SARL four years ago. Her company purchases operations of
high-tech, nanotech and motion film picture equipment from the U.S. and Europe.She sells them to clients
Germany, France, Russia, Georgia, U.A.E., and Ukraine. Her ability to speak German, Russian, French, and
English has helped her expand her client base. Her company is the largest distributor in Russia for Motion
still Equipment. She has repeat customers who are very satisfied with her company's ability to produce the
produces quickly and efficiently. Evgeniya has been published in a Russian magazine "Media Vision" where
she spoke about the Film industry in Russia.
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Rodrigo Sánchez Garcia

About

Professor @ Universidad Veracruzana
Research / Veracruz, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Research in colloids; Granular Media
Education: University Of Scotland Edinburg (2004)

Biography

Rodrigo Sánchez Garcia is a distinguished professional with over fours years of experience in the Physics
department of Universidad of Veracruzana, working as a lead researcher in the laboratory of colloids and
granular media. Rodrigo and counterparts are credited with building Veracruzana's research department,
which has recently been awarded a research grant. In addition, to his role as Professor of Mathematics, as
well as running the Physics lab, he also conducts research on ionic liquids. Rodrigo attributes his success to
the passion he has for the research field, and in the future looks to forge links with other industries and
continue to further his research goals.
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Mari Hellblom

About

Owner, CEO @ Nogap
Management Consulting / Vasteras, Sweden
Specialization/Expertise: Risk management; Business development
Education: Bachelors, Science and Economics, Uppsala University (1985)

Biography

Ms. Mari Hellblom is the CEO and Founder of Nogap, a risk assessment and interim solutions company. She
started the company in 2003 and has brought her knowledge and experience which made her company a
success. Ms. Hellblom is planning on continuing her business and bringing it to the next level as a major
player on the international market.
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Will Bawden

About

CEO @ Mine Design Engineering
Mining & Metals / ON, Canada
Specialization/Expertise: Research; Mining; Rock Mechanics; Numerical Analysis; Engineering; Higher
Education
Education: Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), Civil Engineering - University of Toronto, 1975 – 1980; MSc, Rock
Mechanics - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1970 – 1972; BSc Applied Science, Geology, 1966 –
1970

Biography

William has taught Mineral Mining as a professor at Queens University and the University of Toronto for over
25 years. Having retired from teaching, he is now focused on his two companies in which he co-owns Mine
Design Technologies (started 1997) and Mine Design Engineering (started 2011). The websites of his
businesses are www.mdeng.ca and www.mdt.ca. He is interested in networking with other professionals in
the Mining and Metals industry.
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Elane Botha

About

Group Legal Advisor @ Stonewall Mining
Mining & Metals / Kruperstorp, South Africa
Specialization/Expertise: Litigation; Environmental Law; Mining; Negotiations; Contracts; Patents; Corporate
Governance; Dispute Resolution; Arbitration; Legal Research; Legal Writing
Education: Certificate in Mining Environmental law; Master in Environmental Management; Environmental
Studies; LLM; Intellectual Property; LLB; BProc; BS; Chemistry & Environment; University of the North West;
University of the Free State; University of South Africa; University of Pretoria; University of Johannesburg

Biography

Elane Botha is an accomplished legal professional with over 15 year's experience. Working within the Mining
Industry where she has become an expert in matter's concerning the industry throughout her career.
Handling a number of important issue's and responsibilitie's including drafting contract's, legal document's,
legal opinion's, as well as being involved in negotiation processe's and litigation proceeding's. As an
extremely bright and dedicated professional she display's the passion and drive needed to succeed in an
ever changing legal and business environment. Elane's specialtie's include Environmental Law, as well as the
Mining industry, which she has consistently shown her desire to be the best. With a passion for learning she
has routinely written and published article's and look's to continue publishing work in the future in the area's
of Environmental Law and Mining. A legal professional of the highest regard, she look's forward to being one
of the top lawyer's in Mining and Environmental Law. With a great background throughout her professional
career and an outstanding educational background, Elane look's to continue to thrive and provide the best
quality of service and advisory work going forward.
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Willy Doms

About

CFO @ DOMS CONSULTING B.V.B.A.
Accounting / Mechelen, Belgium
Specialization/Expertise: Consultancy; Bankruptcy; Management; Leadership; Tax Advisory; Accounting;
Financial Reporting; Strategy
Education: Masters- Economics; Hogeschool Antwerpen; Masters- Accounting- Boston University

Biography

Willy Doms has been in the Public Accounting and Auditing industry for over 45 years. Three years ago, Willy
started up his own company Doms Consulting B.V.B.A; which specializes in assisting large corporations
which are in difficult financial situations. Willy develops a strategy for these companies and a way for them to
become successful again. Willy is fluent in English, French, Dutch and a little German. He is currently
completing a course in private investigation which specialization in fraud which will be benefit him for his
future. For many years, Willy has given seminars in Universities all around Belgium. The topics that he has
spoken about is Internal Auditing and Financing institutions. He has also been a guest speaker in Leading
Business and Management speakers of Europe.
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Armando Barragán Maya

About

LAM Head IT CMB & Payments @ HSBC
Information Technology and Services / Coyoacán, Mexico City
Specialization/Expertise: IT; Account Management; Commercial Banking; System Maintenance; Project
Development
Education: Bachelors Degree, Engineering, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (1993)

Biography

Armando Barragán Maya has held the position of Head of LAM IT Commercial Banking and Payments and
Cash Management since June of 2010. Armando's professional time is divided between offices in Mexico
City and Taluca, with bi-annual business trips to the UK. He has 24 years of experience in the Information
Technology, Quality, Testing, Demand Management, and Operational Risk. He has experience coordinating
projects in the areas of System Development and Maintenance, with a focus on industries including Public
Sector, Resources, Products and the Financial Sector, mostly banking. Armando is fluent in English and
Spanish. He enjoys cycling, golf, swimming, and squash.
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Peter Solvang

About

Managing Director @ DP & Marine Assurance Norway AS
Oil, Gas, Energy / Godvik, Norway
Specialization/Expertise: DP FMEA; Annual trials; Vessel suitability; Audits; OVID; CMID; other vessel surveys
with an interest in new biometric access control systems
Education: Degree from Liverpool John Moores University (1999)

Biography

With over 28 years experience, Peter Solvang is an A-list, industry leader in all disciplines of DP vessels. As
Master on DP PSV, survey, diving & ROV/Trenching vessels, DP & Marine Assurance Norway AS is an
independently driven, centrally located Scandinavian company that aims at filling the present void for high
quality, low cost DP & Marine Assurance Norway AS. As a company with an "aim to please," they have a
client driven focus with a proven track record. DP & Marine Assurance provides a trusted service that
navigates throughout the Scandinavian and Global Markets.
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Wout van Egmond

About

CFO @ BRAND QUADERGY
Media Production / Rijnsburg, Netherlands
Specialization/Expertise: Develop packaging for media and finance of group
Education: Masters, CPA, University of Amsterdam (1984)

Biography

He volunteers with the Church and is active in many activities. He is fluent in Dutch, English French and
German. He is the CFO and they develop packaging for media and develop new acquisitions. There are over
400 people in the company.
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Mahdi Kadry

About

Professor of surgery @ KMG KLINIK
Medical Practice / Berlin, Germany
Specialization/Expertise: Thoracic Surgery; Vascular Surgery; Cardiovascular Surgery; Cardiothoracic
Surgery
Education: Bachelors- Medicine- Timisoara University, 1982

Biography

Prof. Dr. Mahdi Kadry is head of vascular surgery at KMG Klinik in Germany since 2010. He was born and
worked in Yemen, and studied in Romania at Timisoara University. In addition to his designation as a
specialist in general and vascular surgery, he is also a thoracic surgeon. Prof. Kadry also plays a big role in
helping his patients from Yemen get the care they need in Germany, often acting as a social worker on their
behalf. In fact, he recently spent 6 months in Yemen. He hopes to share his knowledge and expertise with
others in the cardiovascular and thoracic surgery fields.
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Imran Alhindi

About

VP- HR & Support Services @ Abbar Coldstores
Human Resources / Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Specialization/Expertise: Human Resources
Education: PhD, Human Resources, AUOL; Business Administration Degree, ICS; International Business
Degree, Middle Tennessee State University

Biography

Mr. Imran Alhindi serves as Vice President of Human Resources and Support Services at Abbar Coldstores.
Imran oversees the entire Human Resources Department and support activities for the holding company,
broken up into five subsidiaries. This includes logistics, trade and distribution, contracting, marketing, and
real estate. Imran has over 25 years of experience in the FMCG and Hospitality Industry in regional and
international markets. He has acquired franchise companies in the United States and has consulted for
various companies in the United Arab Emirates. Imran also lectures at Daralhdkma and is often called upon
to speak at Human Resource forums and conferences. He has a passion for the industry and will be
publishing his first book within the next five years.
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Dr. Archie Morris

About

Assistant Professor @ Bowie State University
Higher Education / Washington, DC, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Higher Education; Public Speaking; Community Outreach; Leadership
Development; Public Policy
Education: Post-Doctorate, Public Administration, Nova Southeastern College, 1976

Biography

Dr. Archie Morris has a long and diverse career, but has been a Professor at Bowie State University for the
last six years. Within his career, Dr. Morris has managed programs at the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA), the U.S. Department of Commerce, and the U.S. the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). He has been featured in numerous publications with articles such as "Race, Class, &
Culture of Poverty" (2007.) He is currently working on a manuscript about Dunbar High School, which was
the first public school for African Americans. In his free time, Dr. Morris is very active in the community,
spending time to mentor young adults.
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Thomas Horan

About

MD @ EPM Group
Consumer Services / Dublin, Ireland
Specialization/Expertise: Management; Client Management; Portfolio Management; Contracts; Developing
Software; Concepts; Property Maintenance; Property Management; Building Maintenance
Education:

Biography

Thomas Horan has been successful since the age of 19. He has been developing and growing his own
companies single handedly for some time now. Thomas has formed EPM Group just about 2 years ago.
Currently he is in charge of Property Management, Residential Building Maintenance Facilities, Management
Property Maintenance, Contract Negotiation, Construction Negotiation, and New Business Development.
Thomas has gotten to where he is today by his large amount of motivation, his drive, extreme passion,
exceptional hard work, and his incredible personality.
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Silvia Torrico

About

Gastroenterology Physician @ Public Health Care in Italy
Medical Practice / Rome, Italy
Specialization/Expertise: Gastroenterology
Education: MD from La Sapienza University; Masters from University of Purin

Biography

Dr. Silvia Torrico has been in the medical industry for over 20 years. Her specialty is Gastroenterology, and
she has a Master's Degree in Swallowing Disorders. She is very passionate about her career and believes
that research and studying are the keys to her success.
Dr. Torrico loves to sing, and enjoys listening to classical music in her spare time. She is bilingual in English
and Spanish.
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Richard K. Todd

About

Professor, British Literature After 1500 @ University of Leiden
Higher Education / Leiden, Netherlands
Specialization/Expertise: Early modern British literature and social and political history; Contemporary British
politics and current affairs
Education: PhD from the University of London

Biography

Richard K. Todd, PhD serves as Professor of British Literature After 1500 at the University of Leiden. Dr. Todd
received his PhD from the University of London. He is affiliated with the Modern Languages Association of
America. Richard passion is the study of literatures chiefly in English (especially the early modern period
and “quality” fiction of the past 40 years. He has published extensively in both areas Having been in the
industry for more than 25 years . He despite trendyism and log-rolling but am at the same time theoretically
aware. I reject uncompromisingly the view that my attitude towards the literary is nothing more than
bourgeois subjectivity, but I accept without apology that it is elitist in the best possible sense. Dr. Todd
considers himself proactive, driven, highly intelligent, and obsessed with accuracy; a good and conscientious
thesis supervisor (BA, MA, PhD), freelance translator & editor (rates negotiable, subject to availability). At this
point in his career Dr. Todd would not mind being a consultant helping others with is expertise.
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Piotr Wila

About

Managing Director of Corporate Finance @ BZWBK Bank, Santander Group
Financial Services / Józefów, Poland
Specialization/Expertise: Investment Banking; IPO's; Financial Analysis/Strategy
Education: Masters Degree in Economics from Warsaw School of Economics

Biography

Piotr Wila has been in the investment industry since 1990, starting with KPMG, HSBC and currently
Santander. Piotr has participated in major transactions within Global Banking and markets of BZWBK,
Santader Group. He specializes in IPO's, M&A, LBO's and funding strategies. Fluent in English, Russian, and
Polish.
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Catherine De Jong

About

President @ Dutch Society against Quackery
Medical Practice / Amsterdam, Netherlands
Specialization/Expertise: Exposing quacks and healers who provide alternative treatments.
Education: MD-Anesthesiologist-Anesthesiology, Intensive Care and Addiction Medicine-Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen

Biography

Catherine De Jong is President of The Dutch Society against Quackery (Vereniging tegen de Kwakzalverij)
which is one of the oldest skeptic societies in the world. They have been exposing quacks and healers who
give alternative treatments since 1881. She is an accomplished anesthesiologist professional. She is fluent
in English, Dutch, Frisian German and French
https://www.kindertand.nl/Default.asp?&HTTPSHASH=
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Bobby Chaudhuri

About

Psychiatrist @ BMC Consults
Hospital & Health Care / Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: Commercial Fellowship from University of Toronto of Toronto

Biography

Dr. Bobby Chadhuri has been part of the Brain Injury Association for some years now after they had helped
him recover and get through the process of having a brain injury himself. He is currently lecturing at the
Ontario School of Medicine where he also serves on the Board of Directors. Bobby has an extensive Art
Collection that he has accumulated over the past 9 years. He has shown some of his films at the National
Film Festival for the past 7 years as well.
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Michael Schmitz

About

American Master @ The Disaster Solutionist
Technology / Naselle, WA, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Disaster Solutions; Inventions & Expertise to Avoid Disasters
Education:

Biography

Michael J. Schmitz gave hurricane solutions that helped tremendously to Governor Cristi in 2010 before
Hurricane Earl. Michael is involved in solar power solutions. He would like to get his inventions and
knowledge out to the masses.
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Jenny Knott

About

CEO @ ICAP
Banking / London, United Kingdom
Specialization/Expertise: Successful leadership in high profile roles with prominent financial service
organizations. Banking; Finance; Trading, Investment, Risk Management
Education: Crownwoods

Biography

Normalized headline earnings for 2013 were R17.2 billion (US$1.8 billion) and total assets were R1694.3 billion
(US$161.5 billion). Standard Bank’s market capitalization at 31 December 2013 was R209.4 billion (US$20
billion). The group’s largest shareholder is Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), the world’s
largest bank, with a 20.1% shareholding. In addition, Standard Bank Group and ICBC share a strategic
partnership that facilitates trade and deal flow between Africa, China and select emerging markets. In recent
years, led by the Corporate & Investment Banking division, the bank has gained a significant presence
around the world. The bank established its London office in 1992 and serves as the base for its Corporate &
Investment Banking‘s expansion into emerging markets. Employing over 1000 staff, the London office s the
hub from which the bank manages all its international operations outside Africa. Recently Standard Bank
Group was very proud to announce the sale of 60% of its international Global Market Operations through the
disposal of 60% of the ordinary share capital of Standard Bank Plc.
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Libbie David

About

Associate Broker @ Commonwealth Real Estate Your Way
Real Estate / Albrightsville, PA, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Residential Real Estate
Education:

Biography
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George Frison, Ph.D.

About

Professor Emeritus @ University of Wyoming
Higher Education / Laramie, WY, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Education: Professor of Archeology, Research & Teaching
Education: Ph.D., Anthropology

Biography

George C. Frison became Wyoming's State Archeologist the same year he became the head of the
University of Wyoming's Department of Anthropology. During his tenure as state archaeologist, he made
major contributions to Plains prehistory and is recognized worldwide for his research on paleo-Indians. In
1997 he was named to the National Academy of Sciences, and he was honored with the Lifetime
Achievement Award by the Society for American Archaeology in 2005.
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Hanson Sindowe

About

Executive Chairman @ Copperbelt Energy Corporation, Plc.
Oil, Gas, Energy / Lusaka, Zambia
Specialization/Expertise: Generation, transmission, supply, and distribution of electricity to copper mining
companies. Responsible for developing CEC's future business opportunities
Education: B.A., Electrical Engineering, Management - University of Zambia; Senior Management - Penn State

Biography
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Don Njoku

About

General Manager JV Drilling and Wells @ Total E&P Nigeria Limited
Oil, Gas, Energy / Paris La DÃ©fense Cedex, France
Specialization/Expertise: Drilling & Wells
Education: B.A., Electrical Engineering, Nigeria; Masters Petroleum Engineering, IFP, France; General
Manager Program - CGMP University, United Kingdom

Biography
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Adrian Sawyer

About

Professor of Taxation @ University of Canterbury
Education / Christchurch, New Zealand
Specialization/Expertise: Taxation; Taxation Research
Education: B Com & LLB (1990) U Cant; M Com (1993) U Cant; SJD (2007) - University of Virginia

Biography

I am an active researcher in many areas of taxation (including tax administration, compliance, international
taxation, and history), publishing in peer reviewed academic and professional journals in Australia, Asia,
Europe (including UK), New Zealand and the United States.
I lead an active PhD and graduate programme in taxation at the University of Canterbury, and am involved in
teaching undergraduate students.
I completed a 12 month secondment as Deputy Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Acting Pro-Vice-Chancellor and
Dean of the Business School on 31 March 2012.
I have served on all of my University's major committees (Learning and Teaching, Financial Planning,
Research, and Academic Board) and most College committees (Executive, International, Research,
Postgraduate and Learning and Teaching).
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Christophe Hoppe

About

Vice President of the Board @ Hoppe Holding AG
Mechanical or Industrial Engineering / Müstair, Switzerland
Specialization/Expertise: Family Owned Manufacturing Company; Overseeing the General Management of
the Business & Corporate Operations
Education: Master's, Mechanical Engineering,

Biography
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Eileen Murray
Personnel Commissioner @ County of Marin
Government Administration / San Anselmo, CA, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Human Resources
Education: Masters Degree, Latin American Studies, Stanford University (1977)

Biography

Eileen Murray has worked in the non-profit and municipal government sectors for 35 years. After obtaining
degrees in Latin American Studies from Mount Holyoke College (BA) and Stanford University (MA), Eileen
settled in the San Francisco Bay Area; where she worked briefly as an 'ESL' teacher, then in the newspaper
and publishing industry. Eileen went on to serve S.F. Bay Area and West Coast YMCA's for many years as
Associate Director of the 'Bay Area YMCA Management Resource Center'. She also developed and served
in an International Program Director position, using her academic background in international studies. In
this role, she traveled extensively; working with Y's around the world on youth & adult leadership initiatives,
and English language learning programs. Eileen and her husband, photographer Michael M. Lyon,
particularly enjoyed hosting teens & overseas Y leaders for home-stays and intensive English studies.
Eileen went on to serve as a Personnel Analyst for the City & County of San Francisco, Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), from 1999-2009. Starting as a specialist in Recruitment, Selection, and
Classification; Eileen later developed a specialty in ADA and EEO-related employment issues, and labor
negotiation. Eileen followed both careers into the volunteer sector. She served 10 years on the Board of
Managers for a local Y Camp & Conference Center, where she was named 'Volunteer of the Year'. Eileen
now serves as 'International Coordinator' and 'Social Media Manager' with the Association of YMCA
Retirees; in addition to contributing regular columns and updates for local, national, and international Y
groups. She is also a long term member of the County of Marin Personnel Commission, where she recently
authored the 'dissent' opinion in an important and contentious termination appeal decision heard by the
Personnel Commission. Eileen has long believed in the power and value of 'networking', both in a
professional career and personally. She is excited to be a new member of 'Bristol Who's Who', and to
networking with fellow 'Who's Who' members!
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Krishnan Raman
Chief Risk Officer @ Dunia Finance
Financial Services / Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Specialization/Expertise: Finance; Financial Advisement; Business Management; Business Relations;
Accounting; Strategic Investment; Communications; Compliance; Risk Management; Analytical
Development; Business Development
Education: Masters Degree- Business- India Institute of Management

Biography

Krishnan Raman, a well accomplished individual, has been the Chief Risk Officer at Dunia Finance for the
past seven years. At Dunia Finance, Krishnan is responsible for setting up the entire Risk Management
Department, as well as the Information Security team. Dunia Finance aims to primarily focus on the key
Mass Affluent and Mass Market segments on consumer financial services, therefore Krishnan's high
proficiency in this area allows him to further contribute to the company's growth and development.
Krishnan has always primarily been involved with finance functions in the past and has developed a unique
vision for success through his high expertise and skills in his industry. He believes the key to his success
has been his precise detail orientation and his disciplined approach. His hard work and determination
throughout the years has given him the ability to step out of his comfort zone and to take on new
challenges. Krishnan looks for the continued growth of his company for future years to come.
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Giovanni Cavaccini
Dr. @ DARES SRLS
Aviation & Aerospace / Italy
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: University Degli Studi Di Napoli Federica II

Biography

Dr. Giovanni Cavaccini formed the company DARES. His business operates primarily as a consulting and
networking company in an aerospace sector, but with the propensity towards all areas in which NDT and
special processes have an important role, such as transportation industry and cultural and environmental
assets. Giovanni Cavaccini was head of Nondestructive Inspections and Structural Health Monitoring in
Design Materials & Processes Dept. at Alenia Aermacehi for 22 years. His top skills are concurrent
engineering and business development.
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Silvina Schreiner
Technical and Product Development Director @ Principal Financial
Financial Services / Polanco Miguel Hidardo, Mexico City, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Coaching; Actuary; Asset Management; Risk Management; Talent Development;
Innovation; Research Technology; Entrepreneurship; Financial Analysis; Organizational Leadership
Education: Master’s Degree- General Finance - University of CEMA,2002

Biography

Silvina Schreiner has had a very successful International career with Principal Financial Group since
1995.Her current role with the company is Technical and Product development Director. Her greatest asset
is transforming brilliant ideas into concrete results through forms of multidisciplinary work, knowledge and
technology. She has 33 years of teaching experience in universities and educational institutions, she is
currently a Professor at Universidad Sistémica Iberoamerican. Silvina is very passionate in talent
development and has completed a coaching program with Met Community for Entrepreneurship. She is in
the process of creating her own coaching Consultancy business and her vision is to have a successful
International coaching business. Silvina speaks fluent English and Spanish.
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John Booker
Managing Director @ Melton Craft Pty Ltd
Furniture / Newtown, Geelong, Victoria, Australia
Specialization/Expertise: Entrepreneur; Wholesaler;
Education: Diploma- Radiography- World Melbourne Institute

Biography

After working in a medical Radiology office for 30 years John decided to do something different. He
decided to import outdoor leisure furniture and fireside accessories. Melton Crafts is a wholesale company
that has been operating for over 29 years. It is one of the leaders on the outdoor furniture market. With 7
staff on hand, John is able to maintain his client relations with retail stores that distribute his outdoor
furniture and fireside accessories. His hard work and determination has contributed to the fact that he
currently has more than 200 different products in the market throughout all of Australia. John personally
guarantees all his products and service.
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Jorge Carlos Munoz Hernandez
Executive VP @ Operadora de Servicios Mega Sa de CV Sofomo ER
Financial Services / Paprie, Jaliseo, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Full Service Leasing Company
Education: MBA- Business Financing; MBA- Computer Science; MBA- Artificial Intelligence- Stanford
University Graduate School of Business, 1984

Biography

Jorge Carlos has been with this leasing finance company for 12 years now. He has been in the industry for
a total of 14 years. Jorge Carlos believes what inspired him to go into this business was that in 2003 his
boss was in Mexico and he was looking for a person to help diversify the financing business. When Jorge
Carlos analyzed the business he discovered that he could re-create a leasing company for the Tequila
industry to be the best in Mexico. In that time his boss needed to diversify his portfolio. His boss needed
to receive his leasing license and Jorge Carlos created the ideas for the tequila company. The leasing
company is one of the 10 largest companies in Mexico. Jorge Carlos would like to be the number 1 or
number 2 in the country within 4 to 5 years. He is also trying to make a deal with GE Capital in Mexico for
2016. Jorge Carlos believes that the key to his success has been his good work ethic. He also obtained
the best qualifications in all of his master’s degrees In college. He always tries to exceed his employer’s
expectations and believes in quality over quantity. Jorge Carlos would like to grow his company 4 to 5
times larger than what it is now. He would also like to make a deal with a larger leasing company and
manage all of the Ramos Tequila company. He also would like to manage the blueberry industry. Jorge
Carlos would also like to produce products with fiber in them. Jorge Carlos believes that networking is
going to grow his company to a global entity to work with other professionals all over the world. One of
Jorge Carlos's highlights of his career was when he created a new leasing company and that company
became one of the 10 biggest leasing companies in Mexico.
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Tony Gillam
Managing Director @ Self Employed Network Limited
Marketing and Advertising / Minehead, England, United Kingdom
Specialization/Expertise: Interactive Advertising
Education:

Biography

Tony Gillam is the Founder and Managing Director of Self Employed Network Limited, established in 2013.
Tony's company is an online directory of over 5 million entries within a trusted, interactive advertising
panel, where self-employed individuals and small companies collectively acquire suppliers at more
affordable and competitive prices while saving money. He also established Green Badge Promotions,
specifically targeted towards taxi drivers and allowing them various opportunities to save money on
products ranging from insurance to golf supplies. Tony is a self-made business man that started his first
company at the age of 19 after having to drop out of college due to dyslexia. Regardless of his personal
challenges, he has remained positive and focused on his goal of providing his clients with the absolute
best service possible. He also gives presentations to small businesses and entrepreneurs on how they can
streamline their business and be more efficient. Tony is passionate about collaborating with other
professionals and loves hearing about new ideas. He is proficient in turning companies around from near
bankruptcy and has tripled revenues for companies including ProGame Corporate Gulf Club by
implementing new business strategies. He ensures all relevant departments of the company are efficient
and coupled with up-to-date technology and practices, and continued staff training programs. Tony
continues to learn every day from the individuals he works with and is constantly innovating new marketing
strategies, remaining proactive opposed reactive, reviewing working practices, and most importantly never
compromising the customer focus ensuring they receive the very best of level of service and providing
excellent working conditions for all staff and promote positive energy.
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Suresh Lakshmanan
Consultant Anaesthesiologist @ Dr. Sulaiman Al Habib Hospital, Dubai
Medical Practice / Daubi, United Arab Emirates
Specialization/Expertise: Anesthesiology; Trans Catheter Aortic Valve; Cardiology; Medicine;
Management; Consulting; Critical Care; Cardiothoracic Anesthesia; Author
Education: MD- Anesthesia from at Kasturba Medical College, Mangalore in 1991; Diploma in Cardiac
Anesthesia, Thoracic Anesthesia and Neuroanaesthesia- Sree Chitra Thirunal Institute in 1994; BachelorsDEAA Part 1 from European Society of Anesthesia, 1998; Diploma in FRCA from Royal College of
Anesthesia, 2000; Diploma in CCST (Certificate of Completion of Specialist Training)- Royal College of
Anaesthesia and General Medical Council in 2004; Diploma in EDIC Part 1- European Society of Intensive
Care Medicine, 2008

Biography

Dr. Suresh Lakshmanan is a Cardiothoracic Anesthesiologist with over 25 years in the industry. Dr.
Lakshmanan is currently the Consultant Anesthesiologist for Dr. Sulaiman Al Habib Hospital in Dubai, in
which opened in March of 2015. Dr. Lakshmanan started with the hospital in October of 2014 to assist
them in the set up of Cardiothoracic Services. In addition, Suresh not only practices as a Anesthesiologist
with in the hospital, he manages the Anesthesiology Department and consults with patients and staff to
make sure there is proper patient care throughout the hospital. Dr. Lakshmanan many years in the medical
industry he has published 17 books, 12 of which are in the Medical Index and can be found
(http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Suresh_Lakshmanan3). Dr. Lakshmanan is a strong believer in
mentoring and teaching the Residents as well as younger Anesthesiologists to assist in making them the
best Anesthesiologist they can be. Dr. Lakshmanan believes by helping someone in a way that they can
never repay you, drives his life and makes want to continue to strive to be a better Anesthesiologist and
help as many people as he can. With Dr. Lakshmanan passion for helping people he hopes to open a
charitable organization in the future, so he can make an impact in more people’s lives.
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Dick Waite
IT Consultant @ DWC
Consulting / Grieshiem, Germany
Specialization/Expertise: Mainframe; Software development; IBM Mainframe; Cloud Computing
Education: Airforce

Biography

Dick Waite is the distinguished owner of DWC., for the past 8 years. He has worked with prominent
organizations as well as leading businesses in advancing their company systems. He set foot in this
profession when he joined the Airforce in 1965. He worked with technology and his passion grew from
there. His proudest moment of achievement was having part in updating IBM's entire company systems
along with his peers. He hopes to network and make a difference in the world around him by assisting
prominent businesses in advancing their technology systems.
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Nicola Savoretti
Chairman of the Board @ Intl. Civil Defence Support & Coordination Agency
Government Relations / Geneva, Switzerland
Specialization/Expertise: International Relations; Crisis management; Lecturing; Public Speaking
Education: Law Degree; Bachelors Degree- Business Administration

Biography

Nicola Savoretti is an accomplished professional with more than 25 years experience working to promote
relationships internationally in various capacities. Born from an Italian father and Russian mother, Nicola
was motivated and supported by his parents who pushed him to succeed. At a young age he became
fluent in 6 languages and aided his father in the running of a prosperous business. Cognizant of the climate
in Russia, Nicola worked with several companies in an effort to foster relationships between internationally
organizations and Russia. He was instrumental in building ties between Thailand and Russia when he
became a shareholder in SRG, a company that represents Thai Airways, Israir, Lan and Aigle Azur Airlines
in the city of Moscow. In addition he aided in the development of Thai Concierge and began the promotion
of Thai Luxury in Russia. During his tenure, he managed the increase of Russian tourists in Thailand from
50,000 in 2005 to over 1.2 million in 2012. Currently Nicola is the Chairman of the Board for the
International Civil Defense Support and Coordination Agency which is designed to organize international
help when crises happen. Based on the understanding of each country and the specialization that each has
to offer, Nicola is now focused on the success of a new addition to the agency, an academy aimed at
sharing knowledge of technologies and techniques. In an effort to promote support internationally, Nicola
travels frequently to meet with deputy ministers and managers of civil defense to get them onboard. In the
future, Nicola hopes to see tremendous growth in the academy and to utilize all available assets in times of
need.
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Sameera Rana
Medical Director @ East Bay Physicians Medical Group
Hospital & Health Care / El Dorado Hills, CA, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Palliative Care; Medical Education; Clinical Research; Medicine; Internal
Medicine; Healthcare; Healthcare Management; Medical Research; Critical Care
Education: Doctorate of Medicine, Medicine- Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University;
Bachelor of Science- Biological Science- Penn State University

Biography

Sameera is the Medical Director, Inpatient Palliative Care Services at East Bay Physicians Medical Group for
the past 2 years and is very passionate about what she does. She focuses on patient centered, goal
directed medicine with a more spiritual aspect. This type of care is specialized to enhance quality of life,
while at the same time reducing suffering from symptoms caused by advanced illness. This style of
medicine includes the entire spectrum of the disease course from diagnosis to end of life care. She also
takes great pleasure in educating patients, families and other health care professionals about what she
does. She was inspired to get involved in the medical field while seeing her grandparents get medical care
and wanted to be part of the positive change in hospice care. Sameera loves the support and community
she gets from her patients, family and friends and feels the key to her success is the wonderful team she
works with. Her goal is to educate the community about what type of care she does and have more help in
the medical journey. She would also love to educate medical students about the type of care and medicine
she practices.
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Mustafa Kilavuzoglu
General Manager SA @ Kibar International
Banking / Lausanne, Canton de Vaud, Swaziland
Specialization/Expertise: International Trade and Development
Education: B.S- Bogazici University- Mechanical Engineering, 1986

Biography

Mr. Mustafa Kılavuzoğlu has been serving as the General Manager at Kibar International S.A. since its
foundation in 2001. He has over 29 years with the company and has steadily risen from new graduate to
general manager position in 15 years. He has established knowledge of international trade, related laws,
financial instruments, financial reports, trade finance and good international banking relations for trade
finance. Mr. Kılavuzoğlu also has a high motive for power and success on personal and social levels. He
was born in 1963 and received his B.S. degree from the Mechanical Engineering Department at Bogazici
University in 1986. Starting his professional career at Assan Iron & Sheet Industry Inc. in 1986, Mustafa
Kılavuzoğlu worked first as a foreign trade and finance expert and then as the Export Department Manager
at Assan Iron & Sheet Industry Inc.
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Janos Szirmai, Dr.
Prof. and Dir. of Intetrnational Relations @ McDaniel College Campus Europe
Education Management / Budapest, Hungary
Specialization/Expertise: Higher Education; Architecture; Leadership; Entrepreneur; Professor; Research;
Public Relations
Education: Doctoral degree- Art, Architectural History -ELTE BTK,1980

Biography

Janos Szirmai is an art historian, specialized in the history of architecture and preservation of architectural
monuments. Among others he participated in the reconstruction of the Budapest Opera House, the
Museum of Fine Arts and other monuments. He is teaching at the School of Architecture, Budapest
Technical university and I am teaching in American degree and study abroad programs since 1984. He is
also head of the office coordinating student recruitment in many countries for different degree programs at
several Hungarian Universities in English and German. He speaks fluent English, Hungarian and Russian.
He had had several publications and spoke Internationally at different conferences on the subjects of Art
and Architecture. His goal in the future is to attract foreign students to Hungary for an excellent education
Hungary was mentioned by the European Economic community as being one of the best countries to
receive a great education
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Joseph Mondeh
Consultant Psychiatrist @ Norvic Clinic, Norwich
Medical Practice / Colchester, Essex, United Kingdom
Specialization/Expertise: Psychiatry/Psychotherapy
Education: Medical Degree-Ludwig University,1988 ;Certification-Specialist in Psychiatry and
Psychotherapy, 2000

Biography

Joseph is currently working in a medium security clinic for Forensic Psychiatry. Joseph ensures that all of
his patients receive top care. Joseph is a highly experienced, professional Consultant Psychiatrist and
certified Psychotherapist. Joseph's exceptional knowledge and experience helps him to assess, diagnose,
prescribe treatment, and take risk assessment and rehabilitation of psychiatric conditions and disorders.
Joseph has over 30 years experience across a variety of medical practices in the UK, Europe, West Africa,
and the USA. Joseph posses a working knowledge of Neurology, equivalent to Neuropsychiatries. He
practices acute in-patient care, rehabilitation and recovery, crisis resolution management. Joseph had a
fascination with the brain and its transmissions which led him to be a research student, when working in
the lab on molecular biology and neuroscience that's when he decided to practice psychiatry and
psychotherapy. Joseph has the heart, ability and respect of his peers, along with the skills, expertise in the
treatment of his patients, which gratifies him greatly, especially when his patients have reached satisfaction
with treatment.. Joseph donates time and money to many charities including MIND, COSHPA, and
SHEDNOM. Joseph plans to return to his home of Sierra Leone and bring his skills and expertise to build
and develop medical and mental healthcare services for his country.
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Carlos Santos
Internal Medicina Senior Specialist @ Centro Hospitalar do Algarve
Medical Practice / Portugal
Specialization/Expertise: Internal Medicine; Treating A.I.D.S Patients; Out Patient Care; Director of
Hospital; Chief Medical Officer; Hospital Management
Education: Medical- University of Portugal, 1990

Biography

Dr. Carlos Santos always knew he wanted to be a physician. He applied himself and graduated from the
University of Portugal with his Medical Degree. Because of his immense and unwavering dedication, he
has been able to save lives and prolong the lives of those most in need. He is a Doctor of internal
medicine and he has laboriously helped those individuals afflicted with the Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (A.I.D.S). His entire career has been dedicated to Public Service. One of the greatest
accomplishments in Dr. Santos' career, was the construction of a New Hospital which he orchestrated while
the Chief of the hospital during his 10 year tenure. He was able to facilitate a new facility with new and
cutting edge equipment coordinating the work of a very diverse group of people and professionals. He
worked with the engineers, architect, builders, and a slew of medical professionals to create a hospital that
would be equip to address the needs of the people in that region. This demonstrates his versatile ability to
accomplish a development project with such precision as an administrator, yet care for the ill with such
expertise and care. Dr. Santos has the depth and capacity to look beyond the superficial and see inside of
a situation. As such, he addresses the entirety of the situation which results with thorough and complete
success. He employs this great attention to detail in his medical practice as well and not only heals his
patient's bodies, but also their hearts by the way that he delivers genuine and sincere service. He is a
humble man who has accomplished great things in his illustrious 30 year career. The medical profession
and the people who are fortunate to be his patients were truly enriched by his efforts and the absolute
unparalleled passion and dedication he gives to his craft.
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Ian Grierson
Professor of ophthalmology @ University of Liverpool
Higher Education / Wallacy, United Kingdom
Specialization/Expertise: Ophthalmology; Biotechnology; Clinical Research; Medical Education; Medical
Devices; Life sciences
Education: BSc- PhD- Biology and Medicine- Glasgow University

Biography

Professor Ian Grierson started his research in Ophthalmology in the Tennent Institute in Glasgow. He left
there to take up a Lectureship in the Pathology Department of the Institute of Ophthalmology in London
where he rose to be Deputy Head of that department. Thereafter, he left London to become Head of
Ophthalmology at the St. Paul’s Eye Department in Liverpool. He was made Professor of Experimental
Pathology in 1989 and was a Professor of Ophthalmology in the School of Clinical Sciences, University of
Liverpool, for 17 years. His research interest is wound healing and repair in ocular tissues with respect to
disease and ageing. He has had a long term involvement in glaucoma research. He has been an editor of
six ocular journals, and has been awarded numerous international honors and has published nearly 300
articles. He is currently working to bridge the gap between academia and the industrial field by making
sure good ideas are being developed.
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Héctor Herrera
Comercial Director @ Impressline
Marketing and Advertising / Bel Valle, Monterrey, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Sales Management; Operation Management; Marketing Management;
Production; Project Management; E-Commerce
Education: Master of Business Administration-Thunderbird School of Global Management- Diplomat- High
Proficiency Executives- A-ITESM, 2011; Engineer's degree- Mechanical Engineering, ITESM 2004

Biography

Héctor Herrera has extensive experience in the corporate merchandise for food and beverage industries in
Latin America. Hector's broad spectrum of specialization includes many levels of marketing, process
design, promotion development, Ecommerce, website development and social media campaigns and he is
committed to growth with continued profitable sales strategies. A recent crown achievement through his
innovative thinking resulted in his spear-heading a policy change within his company that best served the
region under his supervision. Hector believes in leading by example and rightfully earns respect and
loyalty from his colleagues, team members and client base. He speaks 4 languages Spanish, English,
French and German. Those that know him can count on his hard work, his relentless fearlessness to get his
'hands dirty' and his constant ability to adapt to changes.
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Stefaan Verhelst
Global Strategic Accounts Director @ GE Measurement & Control
Technology / Heule, Belgium
Specialization/Expertise: Monitoring; Inspection & Control solutions for critical industrial & transportation
assets
Education: General Management- Vlerick Leuven-Gent Management School MID, 1999

Biography

When I interviewed Stefaan, I realized that he worked for one of the largest corporations in the world with
historical success in so many venues that they control. Stefaan said to me, "Can you imagine I have been in
management for ten years and recently promoted to this new position that carries such responsibility." But
he loves what he does and the passion for building a world class team of support personal is evident. I
said he is a mentor in many aspects. He agreed with me as he trains the young to follow the footprint of
success under his tutelage.
As a Senior Sales Executive with 25 years’ experience in Global sales & marketing of high tech products
and consumables he understands the dynamics and focus that one must have to achieve the results.
Stefaan is a driven executive. In my many questions of this interview I was impressed with his charismatic
style and attention to the details of each question. I realized early on in the interview that this very
seasoned executive with a brilliant sales spirit who understood what was necessary to reach the global
platform to do business in. When he first came to GE he amassed a billion dollars in sales with a direct
sales team under his watchful eye.
His passion for building lean high performance teams and knowledge of sharing structures focused his
driven sales approach on adding value to customers and share holders. With a skills set of years of sales
wisdom, Stefaan has set up, Sales, Marketing and Services Management Teams to reach global channel
networks.
Stefaan and his team understand key account management and structures, new business development,
change management, sales team integration, strategy development & execution, and post-acquisition
integration.
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Per-Anders Blind
Global President @ CONIFA
Non-Profit / Lulea, Sweden
Specialization/Expertise: Development; Organization; Strategy; Empowering others
Education: Engineering- Kellog School of Management

Biography

Per-Anders Blind is a business developer and President of CONIFA, The Confederation for Independent
Football Associations. This is a global acting, non-profit organization that supports representatives of
international football teams from nations, de-facto nations, regions, minority peoples and sports isolated
territories. Strategy, business development, and empowering others are just a few of his valuable assets
displayed on the road to his global success. As the business developer, Per-Anders is responsible for
analyzing companies internal and external challenges, using these foundations to build individual growth
plans for national and international markets.
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Bo Jakobsson
Professor @ Lund University
Research / Sweden
Specialization/Expertise: Nuclear Physics
Education: PhD- Lund University, 1976

Biography

Bo Jakobsson obtained his PhD in Nuclear Physics from Lund University in 1976. Prior to his work as a
professor, he had worked with The French National Centre for Scientific Research (French: Centre national
de la recherche scientific, CNRS) which is the largest governmental research organization in France and
the largest fundamental science agency in Europe. His works on Nuclear Physics have been published
from Lund University Publications, in over 230 publications and textbooks on his vast knowledge of
Nuclear Physics. His most recent works was published in 2014 in Nuclear Data Sheets (120. p.197-200). Bo
has been extraordinary in his community and renowned recognition from aboard. He owns a farm dating
back to the 12th or 13th century. He was honored from the University of Pakistan, and presented with
traditional outfit in an honorary ceremony as an Honorary Director. His work developed maintenance plan
for the six churches in Kågeröd-Rostanga congregation with an exceptionally wide knowledge of both,
church history and architectural history. In addition, he is on the Board of Directors for a Christian
Community Group within his community. In his spare time, Bo enjoys handball.
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Sean Glynn
CEO @ Chief Fire Officers Association National Resilliance Ltd
Defense & Space / Glauchtershire, United Kingdom
Specialization/Expertise: Defense; Command; Military; Army; Operational Planning; Ministry Of Defence;
Logistics; Training; MOD; Military Operations
Education: Master of Science- Procurement and Supply Chain Management, Distinction- Cranfield
University

Biography

Sean Glenn is the CEO at Chief Fire Officers Association National Resilience Ltd. CFOA is the professional
voice of the UK fire and rescue service, supporting members to fulfill their leadership role in protecting
local communities and making life safer through improved service delivery. Sean has also had a full career
in the armed forces and served his country for 30 years. His current responsibilities include response to
national and international disasters, such as the flooding, earth quakes, fire and terrorist attacks. He is a
dynamic, highly respected and experienced leader, manager and results driven professional. Sean enjoys
social rugby and sailing in his spare time.
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Gouri Shankar Chakingal
Vice President @ Global Distribution FZE
Retail / Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Specialization/Expertise: Retail Distribution; IT; Operations; Trading; Strategy; Start-ups; New Business
Development; Sales Management; Sales; Telecommunications
Education: MBA- Marketing and Advertising- Bangalore University, 1987

Biography

Gouri Shankar Chakingal has been a valuable asset in sales and marketing for over 25 years now. For the
past 4 years, he has been the Vice President of Global Distribution FZE where he handles the IT operations
and production, Trading, New Business Development world wide as well as many other important
responsibilities. Gouri has had a strong interest and passion for sales and marketing for most of his life. He
continued to chase his passion and his career has been a natural progression of success. Gouri has had
many accomplishments over the years, including being the Business head of "Al Futtaim Electronics" in
Dubai and turning the company around from a small income to a very large profitable business in a difficult
market. He also preventing the operations divisions of certain companies from going under and turned
them around in a short amount of time. Gouri truly believes that being a personable, open person is a big
part of success. "A lot of people get caught up in technology and don't know how to communicate in flesh
and blood" says Gouri. This quality along with being a very passionate, hard working, dedicated person has
made him the huge success that he is today.
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Bent Aronsen
Legal Adviser to the Managing Director @ Common Fund for Commodities
Law Practice / Amersterdam, Netherlands
Specialization/Expertise: Contract Law; Contract Negotiation; Corporate Finance; Privacy Law
Management; Project Finance; Corporate law; Corporate Governance; Risk Management; Estate Planning
Education: Masters- Law- University of Law, 1981

Biography

Bent contributes his successful career to his ability to speak in many different languages and his ability to
lead people. He is fluent in several languages including English, Norwegian, German, French, Spanish,
Dutch, some Italian and Portuguese. In 1994 he worked for the Council of the European Union, after that he
worked for Den Norske Bank from 1987 to 1997. For the past 18 years he is the legal adviser to the
Managing Director for Common Fund for Commodities. This is an autonomous intergovernmental financial
institution established within the framework of the United Nations. The Agreement Establishing the
Common Fund for Commodities was negotiated in the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) from 1976 to 1980 and became effective in 1989. It functions similarly to IFC and
The World Bank. As a younger man he enjoyed being a professional handball player from 1971 to 1984, he
belonged to 2 top Norwegian league associations. His future goal is to explore consultancy opportunities
both Nationally and Internationally.
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Jeanette Dayana Pérez Darnell
Presidente @ Delia Moran Vidanta Foundation
Non-Profit / Tomball, TX, United States
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: Masters Degree- Finance- Tecnológico de Monterrey, 2015, BBA- Marketing- Tecnológico de
Monterrey, 2013

Biography

Jeanette is currently working on an Executive Entrepreneurship and Social Impact Studies certification from
The University of Pennsylvania which she will complete in July 2015. Jeanette Co-Founded a Foundation to
improve quality of life in the poverty stricken community and country. Jeanette keeps up to date with new
and improved ways to update nutrition and education to improve the children's lives. On her spare time,
Jeanette enjoys watching movies, spending time with her family, watching sports, listening to music and
reading.
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Alejandra Grandoso-Lemoine
Senior Partner @ Legal Consulting Services
Law Practice / San Jose, Costa Rica
Specialization/Expertise: Legal Services; Pro Bono Law; Family Law; Corporate Law; International Law;
Legal Research; Legal Assistance
Education: Graduate Degree- Law- Private University of Costa Rica

Biography

Alejandra has been practicing family and corporate law for over 20 years and is an active member of the
National Association of Women Lawyers. She has handled over 2,000 family cases and takes great pride in
her pro-bono work, especially focusing on cases involving terminally ill patients. She is fluent in French,
Spanish, and Italian and is currently expanding her practice to include American cases as well as Costa
Rican.
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Luca Orthmann
CEO @ Pallacanestro Cantù
Sports / Milan, Italy
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: Bachelor's Degree in Mechanical Engineering- Politecnico di Milano;

Biography

Luca Orthmann is the CEO. of the Italian basketball team Pallacanestro Cantù. Luca has been in this role for
7 year, with his managerial career beginning in 1998. He was initially the manager of a technical company
for 10 years, and then decided to change fields. According to Luca, the key to his success is the good
marketing strategy he implements and his capability to work together with the organization's employees.
The organization has vastly improved since he began in his role, especially in terms of it's structure and
organization. The team spirit transcends from the basketball team itself, to the entire company. Within the
next 4-5 years, Luca aspires to work for an international organization, preferably in the United States.
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Julian Barrett
Finance Director @ Vivergo Fuels Ltd.
Consumer Goods / Salisbury, United Kingdom
Specialization/Expertise: Consumer Goods; Financial Services; Food Production
Education: ACMA, Accounting and Finance, Associate - Chartered Management Accountant, 1993 – 1993;
LLB (Hons), Law - Exeter University, 1982 – 1985

Biography

Julian is an experienced finance professional with over 25 years of experience in turnaround and business
development, achieving numerous accomplishments in the food and drink business. Julian is the former
director of Nestle Waters.
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Enrique Porras-Rottmann
Director @ Don Q Tours
Hospitality / Guatemala
Specialization/Expertise: Travel; Tourism; Hospitality
Education: PhD, Travel and Tourism Service, American InterContinental University

Biography

Dr. Enrique Porras-Rottman is the Executive Director of Don Q Travel as well as the CEO of Health &
Wellness Vacations. Prior to being at the forefront of the international travel industry, Dr. Parras-Rottman
spent over 25 years doing strategic business planning for large companies. He has utilized his vast
business expertise to catapult Don Q Travel into one of the number one travel and tourism companies in
the world. He spent many years as a Systems Auditor, working to develop new technologies for
information management.
As the CEO of Health and Wellness Vacations, Dr. Parras-Rottman strives to demonstrate the health-related
activities and offerings of each country. He and his team offer industry-leading hospitality services to suit
any traveler's vacation or getaway.
Dr. Porras-Rottman has a Doctorate Degree from American InterContinental University as well as several
post-graduate degrees and certificates in Hospitality, Tourism, and Re-Engineering.
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Rafael Saldana
CEO/Founder @ Crossdock SA de CV
Logistics and Supply Chain / Garza Garcia, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: International Logistics; Air Freight; Import/Export Operations; Supply Chain
Management; Transportation
Education: MBA, International Business, UDEM, University of Monterrey (1996); Bachelors, Business
Administration, UDEM, University of Monterrey

Biography

Rafael has over 20 years experience in the Logistics and Supply Chain industry. He has been
CEO/Founder of Crossdock for 10 years, where he manages the company and oversees the Pricing
Department, Operations Manager, and Financial Manager. Rafael often speaks at company presentations
with regard to the industry as well as his experience in the logistics and supply chain field. Once a month,
Rafael conducts various drives for the underprivileged in his community. On his spare time he enjoys
tennis, golf, crossfit, family time and reading.
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Israel Davimes
Director @ CPlan Audio
Telecommunications / Sydenha, Johannemburg, South Africa
Specialization/Expertise: Telecommunications; Audio Equipment; Mobile Devices
Education: MBA, Strategy, University of South Africa (1998); BA, Advanced Strategic Management, WITS
University (1995)

Biography

Mr. Davimes is the founder of CPlan Audio, and is a dedicated, loyal and innovative person who strives for
optimum results in all areas of his life. His goal is to help make consumers more aware of the potential
music can have on their life. He resides in Johannesburg, South Africa and enjoys running in his free time.
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Jaime De la Garza
President & CEO @ Corporate Properties of the Americas
Real Estate / Lasedo, TX, United States
Specialization/Expertise: International Finance; Real Estate
Education: MBA, INSEAD (1991); BS, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering, Technology University of
Monterrey (1982)

Biography

Jaime De La Garza is the President & CEO of Corporate Properties of the Americas, a position he has held
for 2 years. Prior to this, he was the CFO for 10 years. Corporate Properties of the Americas is directly
involved with industrial real estate in Mexico and has helped develop and build numerous properties over
the years. In this position, Jaime oversees the strategy, acquisition, development of the properties and
handles all shareholder relations. Prior to working for Corporate Properties of the Americas, Jaime worked
for a variety of firms, including Schlumberger, the World Bank and Bechtel, with a specialty in the area of oil
and refineries. He states that his disciplined approach to project analysis has led his firm to having the best
portfolio in Mexico. Jaime earned a Masters of Business Administration from INSEAD in 1991 and holds a
Bachelor of Applied Science (B.A.Sc.), Mechanical Engineering, and graduated Magna Cum Laude in 1982
from the Technology University of Monterrey. He is an active member of the American Chamber of
Commerce and the Mexican Association of Industrial Developers. Jaime has been part of several major
deals including the sale of a property that netted a profit of $350 million. In his spare time, Jaime enjoys
playing golf, bicycle riding, skiing, traveling and photography. He and his wife donate time and money to
UNICEF. He has been a presenter at several conferences and has been published in several articles,
including a very recent one in the current issue of CFI magazine. He reads the Financial Times and the
Economist on a regular basis and speaks English and Spanish fluently. Jaime is looking to continue to
grow in his career, either in his current company or back in the oil industry, as energy reform is large
business in Mexico.
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Mohamed Seraj
Prof. of Anaesthesia @ CENTRE FOR CONSULTING AND HEALTH SKILLS TRAININ
Education Management / Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Specialization/Expertise: Anesthesia; Education; Intensive Care; CPR; EMS; OBS
Education: M.B.B.Ch, Ain-Shams Medical School; D.A- Faculty of Anesthesia, Royal College of Surgeons &
Physicians of England; Fellowship of the Faculty of Anesthetist of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland,
F.C.A.R.C.S.I; Anesthesia & Intensive Care, Honorary PhD, Saudi Commission for Health Specialties

Biography

Mohammed Abdullah Seraj is known as the "Father of Anesthesia" in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Mohammed has dedicated decades of his life to improving the health and well being of other. Mohammed
was the first Saudi Physician to obtain his fellowship in Anesthesia from Ireland and the first to have a
membership from England. Mohammed was also the first Saudi Anesthetist appointed as professor in the
kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Mohammed started his educational career in 1965 receiving a degree from
Ain-Shams College of Medicine in Cairo Egypt. In 1972 Mohammed received a D.A from the Royal College
of Surgeons & Physicians from England and then traveled to Dublin Ireland to receive the Fellowship of
Faculty of Anesthetist of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland in 1977. Mohammed also received his
Honorary PhD in Anesthesia & Intensive Care from the Saudi Commission of Health Specialties.
Mohammed has always believed that Education is the solid foundation for a lucrative career. He is solely
responsible for the educational programs in the field of Anesthesia in Saudi Arabia. Seeing the need for
these courses, training programs, and care departments Mohammed made it his mission to bring forth this
topic and share his education with other physicians. For over 26 years Mohammed managed and
established Basic Cardiac Life Support and Advanced Cardiac Life Support. Mohammed designed the first
"First Aid Training program" for Civil Defense, Traffic Department, Police and Red Crescent personnel,
teachers and public at large. Mohammed is the editor of Anesthesia Technician, Respiratory therapy
Technician, Operating room and sterilization Technician, and EMT Basic, advance and paramedic.
Mohammed has multiple publication's regarding Heat Stroke, EMS, Difficulties, CPR, Anesthesia, and OBS.
Mohammed has dedicated his life to improving the medical care in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Becoming
an inspiration to many and a hero to all Mohammed has proved that hard work and determination can help
you achieve all goals. When Mohammed is not practicing or teaching medicine he enjoys traveling,
swimming, and writing. Mohammed is married with three children and is fluent in both English & Arabic.
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Jaap van den Heuvel
CEO @ Reinier de Graaf Hospital
Hospital & Health Care / Ad Delft, Netherlands
Specialization/Expertise: Healthcare Management; Process Management; Quality Management; Clinical
Research; Operations Management; Lean Six Sigma; Organizational Development; Medicine
Education: PhD, Quality Management in Health Care from Erasmus University Rotterdam; MAC, Master in
Accounting and Control, MAC from Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam in 2011

Biography

Jaap van den Heuvel became an MD at the University of Leiden in 1984. Jaap has worked his way up in
several roles and has been the CEO at Reinier de Graaf Hospital for 7 years now. Jaap currently writes
articles about healthcare management and is the program manager of an MBA program. Jaap is
responsible for the entire company and all of the buildings associated with the hospital and manages
3,000 people. He is engaged in the implementation of a completely new digital platform, including an
electronic patient record. Jaap also plans to move to the new hospital building and has implemented
several quality systems in several hospitals over the past few years and is the 1st in the Netherlands to do
so. He is fluent in English, French, and German.
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Dominique Bleichenbacher
CEO / Consultant @ Belana GmbH
Human Resources / Schindellegie, Switzerland
Specialization/Expertise: Talent and project management; Coaching; Stakeholder Management;
Leadership Development; Business Analysis; Performance and Personnel Management
Education: MBA, Human Resource Management and Management, Georgia State University (2004)

Biography

Dominique has worked within the Human Resource field for 11 years. She has exceptional expertise in the
field and has worked within both the private and public sector. Dominique started Belana GmbH in 2012
and has enjoyed her experience being CEO of her own company. Dominique's clients enjoy the personal
and detail-oriented touch that she provides and her ability to help maintain their business functionality.
Dominique also works with small private banks providing interim and tax support, relocation support and
small family business management. Currently, Dominique's mandate is to handle a project for 120
employees for her client, that is expected to be completed at the end of the year. Dominique attributes her
success to hard work, timing, networking and her international experience and global perspective. She
also believes that Human Resources is one of the most important keys to a company's success because it
deals with a human being and their ability to produce. Dominique's highlights include acquiring a lot of
knowledge that helped her to become successful in her field, maintaining a business personal touch to her
clients, being sustainable as a consultant. Dominique's future goal is to continue to expand and teach
others how to have a balance lifestyle in order to not only be a successful employee but a human being as
well. Dominique is fluent in English, German and French and donates to Cancer Research. Dominique
enjoys traveling and has visited Hawaii and Bali, she would like to visit Seychelles, Australia and New
Zealand in the future.
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Franz Pfaffinger
General Manager AS Manufacturing @ Armstrong World Industries
Building Materials / Rorschach, Switzerland
Specialization/Expertise: Sales; Commercial; Building Products; Architectural Specialists; Product
Management; Operations Management
Education: Masters, General Management, University of Salsburg (2013)

Biography

Franz Pfaffinger has had 11 years of experience in the management and building field. He has been with
Armstrong World Industries for 3 years now. Franz has been interested in machinery and engineering as
long as he can remember. He has been a part of many successful projects. One example is Franz's success
in the very first two building facilities for a previous employer, Lindner AG. Currently, he is overseeing
operations in Austria and China for Armstrong World Industries. Franz has gotten to where he is today due
to his openness, diligence, ability to be very focused, his extreme care and passion for his work, and the
constitution to handle any situation with the proper amount of emotion to keep striving. Not only is he is an
extremely hard worker but a pleasure to talk to and do business with.
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Pino Gargiulo
Owner @ Lets Villas
Leisure, Travel & Tourism / Sorrento, Italy
Specialization/Expertise: Travel; Tourism; Hotels; Resorts; Luxury Accommodations; Vacation; Leisure
Education:

Biography

Pino Gargiulo is an accomplished entrepreneur with more than 25 years experience in the Leisure, Travel
and Tourism industry. He began his career at the age of 14 when he began working as a bartender at the
Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria in Sorrento. Here he was able to gain international experience with all the
major tour operators from England, United States of America and Russia which allowed him to maintain
contacts which would eventually fuel the creation of Let's Villas, a destination management company which
specializes in exclusive villa rentals and also provides elite & personalized concierge services for its
guests. Pino has owned and operated Let's Villas for 13 years making his company one of the most
appreciated Italian operators in the field of hospitality excellence. In 2006 he married his lovely wife, a
native of Russia, which has enabled him to cultivate a special relationship with this country, in the hopes of
building an interest for tourism and business. Together they share a 4 year old son. Pino attributes his
success to passion and hard work as well as continually evolving to meet the needs of clients. He is fluent
in 5 languages including Russian, Italian, Spanish, French and English which are extremely useful in his line
of work. He regularly attends fairs and conferences internationally in the industry to ensure that he is
providing his customers the highest quality of service. In the future Pino is looking to open another
business, with a website launch in 2016.
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Ibrahim Oueidat
Managing Director @ United Sea Trade SAL
Import and Export / Beirut, Lebanon
Specialization/Expertise: Supply Chain; Purchasing; Food Trade; Goods
Education: Lebanese University

Biography

Ibrahim Oueidat is the Co-Founder of United Sea Trade, SAL. His family has had a long-standing history in
the food purchasing business but the success of United Sea Trade is all his own. He has expanded the
business rapidly from the Middle East to the far reaches of Africa and Asia as well. He is a well-known
expert with regard to business negotiations, trade practices, and improving cost-efficiency. With over 14
years of experience, he is a leader within the realm of Supply Chain management. He is a consummate
professional who is tri-lingual and can effectively conduct business in Arabic, English, and French. Ibrahim
has developed and put into place several purchasing and business strategies for his prior employers that
have greatly increased their profitability. His desire to be on the cutting-edge of technology and processes
is what sets him apart from his competition. He has had a noteworthy career in Supply Chain management
and has implemented multiple industry-leading innovations with his company, United Sea Trade.
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Stefan Busch
Senior Director Emerging Portfolio and Real World Evidence @ AstraZeneca
Pharmaceuticals / Hamburg, Germany
Specialization/Expertise: Biochemistry
Education: Phd - Biochemistry - Max-Planck Institut Biophysik, 1993

Biography

Stefan is currently the Senior Director at AstraZeneca. He has over fifteen years experience in the
pharmaceutical industry with a large spectrum of national and international experience in marketing,
medical, strategic planning, sales, business development and business operations. Stefan is fluently in
several languages such as German, Russian, French, & English. He is also a member of several prestigious
associations such as The German Society Of Pharmacology, IISS Association, and The Lions Club. Stefan
has been featured in the 2015 German Network for Real Worl Evidence publication and says that to key to
all his success is that he has a great love for his profession and the fact that he has maintained 12 years of
leadership as a medical professional.
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Javier Rodriguez
Quality & Compliance Director @ QRC Group, Inc.
Pharmaceuticals / Madialuna, Puerto Rico
Specialization/Expertise: Pharmaceuticals
Education: Post Bachelors, Certificate of Sciences in Medical Technology, Clinical Laboratory
Science/Medical Technology/Technologist - University of Puerto Rico School of Medicine, 2002 – 2004;
Bachelors, General Sciences & a Minor in Chemistry., Medical Microbiology and Bacteriology - University
of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras, 1983 – 1991

Biography

Javier has a published book of poems, "Pertreche," and is currently working on a novel which he hopes to
finish shortly. Javier's dedication and hard work has made him an extremely accomplished individual.
Javier, due to his expertise, has been invited to be a guest speaker for many Microbiology Science Forums.
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Patrick Taylor
Managing Director @ Worldwide Bankers Re Co. Ltd
Insurance / Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago
Specialization/Expertise: Reinsurance; Risk Management
Education: MA, Youth Strategic Management, City & Gulls (2012); Charter Degree, Insurance, College of
Insurance, NY (1985)

Biography

Patrick Taylor is the owner and founder of Worldwide Bankers Re Co. Ltd, the first privately owned
reinsurance company in the Caribbean. He founded the company in 1998, after realizing that there was not
any one in the area who provided these services. By starting Worldwide, Patrick made it easier for
companies in the Caribbean to have access to these services, without having to go to London or Europe.
Worldwide currently underwrites insurance for businesses with large portfolios in the local market both for
property and marine services. He currently works with the Eastern Caribbean market and is expanding into
Latin America and Southeast Asia. Patrick stated that he started his career in insurance and identified that
the Caribbean did not have a secondary market, which is when he decided to step into the role and
created the products needed for this market. He has been the only player in the Caribbean. He prides
himself with having been the first person in the Caribbean to graduate with a CPCU accreditation. He is a
past president and honorary secretary of the Trinidad and Tobago Insurance Institute and a Past District
Governor for the local division of Lions Club International. Patrick states that his goals are to deepen his
organization in Latin American and the Caribbean. He is hoping to establish Worldwide as the premier
reinsurance company in those regions. In his spare time, Patrick enjoys spending time at the shooting
range, playing All Fours (a Caribbean card game) and dominoes. He gives time to the Laventille Pride
Foundation and spends time teaching as a Lions Leader at the Senior Leadership Institute.
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Bengt Gustavsson
Professor of Surgery @ Sahlgrenska University Hospital
Research / Vastra Frolund, Sweden
Specialization/Expertise: Hospital and Healthcare
Education: Ph.D, Surgical Oncology - University of Gothenburg, 1979

Biography

In addition to his research studies for the past 30 years, Dr. Gustavsson has been a Professor in the
Medical sector for the past decade. At Sahlgrenska University Hospital, he is responsible for teaching PhD
level students. Dr. Gustavsson has also published over 100 articles in various medical journals, but is most
proud of his contribution to the development of a more personalized chemotherapy approach for the
individual. He speaks Swedish, English and has basic knowledge of German.
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Fahad Bushager
Director, Head of Investments Coverage @ Anfaal Capital
Investment Banking / Bahrain
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: BS, Business Administration-Accounting and Finance, American University of Sharjah (2005)

Biography

Fahad Bushager has over 10 years experience in the finance industry and has been Director and Head of
Investment Coverage at Anfaal Capital over 2 years. Fahad is responsible for sourcing and originating
financial deals, trading, trust funds, direct investments and facilitating major requisitions. He works locally,
nationally and Internationally to stream deals and develop them into financial opportunities for investors.
Mr. Bushager is a graduate of The American University of Sharjah where he received a BS degree in
Business Administration with an emphasis on Accounting and Finance. He is fluent in Arabic and English.
Mr. Bushager attributes his success to hard-work and commitment to his craft. He has aspirations of
becoming the COO of a corporation in the future.
Fahad Bushager is Director and Head of Investments Coverage at Anfaal Capital for the GCC Region,
South East, and Pacific Asia Markets. Anfaal Capital is a JV between Maybank-IB and The Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector (ICD). With over 10 years experience in the financial
sector industry with a focus on the Investment Banking area, Mr. Bushager has been employed with Anfaal
Capital for more than 2 years as the Director and Head of Investments Coverage. He is responsible for
sourcing and originating deals, funds, direct investments and facilitating major requisitions with Soverng
Wealth Funds and UHNWIs and Family offices from GCC and SE Asia. Mr. Bushager works locally,
nationally and internationally to stream deals and develop them into financial opportunities to serve the
financial needs of his stakeholders.
Prior to Anfaal Capital Mr. Bushager was a Senior Manager (Acting Head) at RUSD Investment Bank in
Malaysia, and acted as Regional Principal of Investment Placement for real estate investment company
based in the Kingdom of Bahrain with a focus on international transactions. A true visionary, he has
aspirations of becoming the CEO of a financial/investment institution in the near future.
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Asier García
CEO @ Maverick Consulting
Management Consulting / Barcelona, Spain
Specialization/Expertise: Optimization of Templates; Management Consulting; Software; Gaming; Project
Management; Engineering
Education: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Industrial Engineer

Biography

Asier founded Maverick Consulting, which specializes in the optimization of templates. His team is made up
of industrial engineers, engineers, doctors in math and business advisers. Asier does volunteer work,
working with children with no parents. Asier has published his poetry, which he is very proud of!
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Jesus Alonso
Head of Consulting Iberia @ Atos Spain
Information Technology and Services / Madrid, Spain
Specialization/Expertise: IT Management; New Business Development; Management Consulting; Supply
Chain Management
Education: Masters; Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (1992)

Biography

Jesus Alonso is an experienced IT professional with 20 years in the areas of technology. His expertise
includes but are not limited to security; electronics, telecommunications, cloud computing and many
more. Jesus has held several managerial positions in the consulting industry. He is looking forward to
remain in the same field but would like to grow within Atos. Jesus is looking to expand his networking
globally in the field he is most passionate about. A lover of sports, teaching and biking. Jesus speaks
English, Spanish and some German.
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Ilse-Marie van de Wall
Financial Director @ BEST-LLAW (Pty) Ltd
Legal Services / Memlo Park
Specialization/Expertise: Legal Services
Education: Bachelor degree focusing on Music Society, University of Pretoria (2011)

Biography

Ms. Ilse-Marie van de Wall has dedicated her professional career to the progression and advancement of
the legal services industry. She attributes success to hard work and little sleep. Aspires to expand brand
and company throughout South Africa. She is fluent in Afrikaans; English and some French. BEST-LLAW is a
Comprehensive Compliance Management company. They specialize in Industrial Relations, Health &
Safety, Human Resources, Skills Development, Employment Equity, BEE and much more. If you have
employees BEST-LLAW helps you manage them and comply with the Labor Law and other relevant
Legislation and Regulations.
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Michael Schlink
CEO / Owner @ Military Scientific Consulting
Engineering / Fekbkirchem, Germany
Specialization/Expertise:
Education: Engineering

Biography

Michael Schlink owns his own business since 2008. He helps with customers dealing with system inquires
within managerial and financial aspects. He is fluent in French, English, Spanish, Latin, Mandarin and
German his native language. He wants to network with like-minded professionals and gain business
opportunities. Michael is hard working, adaptable, a risk taker and dedicated. His previous experience has
helped his success. In the future, Michael would like to continue working and be able to decide on which
projects he will work on.
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Johann Grobler
Director @ Valotech 127 CC
Mining & Metals / Wierda pPark, South Africa
Specialization/Expertise: Mining; Minerals; Commissioning; Change Management; Project Planning;
Project Management; Contract Management; Coal; Iron Ore: Mineral Processing
Education: Masters Degree, Project Management, University of Victoria (2004)

Biography

Johann Grobler is the Founder and Director of Valotech 127 CC, a mineral processing company in
operation for the past two years. Johann has always had a deep curiosity within the mining industry from a
young age. He is also thoroughly interested in Management Philosophies and how this can be applied to
all facets of the mining and mineral sectors. Johann has participated in industry conferences in Australia.
He is fluent in English and Afrikaans and enjoys gardening.
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Francisco Enciso
IT Director @ Fideicomiso Registro Único de Vivienda
Construction / Tlalnepantla, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Housing; Information Technology; Private Housing; Systems and Planning;
Economics
Education: Masters Degree, Planning and Systems, Universidad Iberoamericana, Ciudad de México

Biography

Francisco Enciso is the Head of IT for the Fideicomiso Registro Único de Vivienda, where works to offer
housing, systems platforms, registration of housing and public subsidies. Francisco's contribution of
excellent analytical skills and professional experience, and his approach to design and implementation of
effective solutions to business problems, adds to the resources and profitability of the organization. He is a
specialized system integration professional and is able to solve business problems in the areas of treasury,
risk management market, credit and operational, regulatory reporting and capitalization in commercial
banks. Francisco spans operations in the money markets, derivatives, traditional banking, corporate credit,
consumer and mortgage, both nationally and internationally. He has been invited to speak at congresses
and meetings in the financial and risk management sectors. Francisco received his Masters Degree in
Systems and Planning and a Bachelors Degree in Economics and Engineering. He is fluent in French,
English, and Spanish and enjoys camping and reading.
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Christian Parelius
Chief Investment Officer @ SpareBank 1 Forsikring
Insurance / Oslo, Norway
Specialization/Expertise: Insurance; Investment Planning; Equity Planning; Fixed Income; Real Estate
Education: Executive MBA, Business Administration and Management, General - University of Edinburgh,
2001 – 2002; Accounting and Finance - Norwegian School of Economics (NHH), 1995 – 1996; Law University of Oslo (UiO). 1987 – 1995

Biography

Christian has a wealth of experience in financial planning, giving him the ability to offer his clients a variety
of services. He has over a decade of experience as the CFO at SpareBank 1, and is now the CIO at the
company. He has written articles on sovereignty and other related topics.
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John Crossan
Founder and Sole Member @ Crossan Intellectual Property Law, LLC
Law Practice / Chicago, IL, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Intellectual Property Law (Patents, Trademarks, Copyrights, and allied Unfair
Competition and Anti-Trust matters; including applications, licensing, and litigation)
Education: Doctorate, University of Chicago, University of Chicago (1973); Undergraduate Degree,
Engineering Science, University of Virginia

Biography

With over 25 years of experience in the practice of patent, trademark, copyright, and allied fields of law,
John R. Crossan established his solo practice 5 years ago to better and more cost-effectively serve his
clients in his specialty fields of law, including litigation in the federal courts. John prepares patent
applications and prosecutes them to issuance, then helps maintain and enforce them; he files, prosecutes,
and maintains federal and state trademark registrations and enforces them against infringers. He also
defends actions and charges against clients’ alleged use of patented inventions and trademarks and
copyrights. He licenses patent, trademark, and copyright rights and conducts and advises on litigation.
John is admitted to the Illinois and US Supreme Courts, several U.S. Circuit Courts of appeal, and many
federal district courts, including the Trial Bar of the Northern District of Illinois court. His technical training
is in mechanical and systems engineering, and he has tried and won cases in mechanical, light biomedical,
and light electrical arts, including in jury trials and appeals.
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Urs Schneider
CMO DACH, CRB & Medical Director @ Philips Healthcare
Hospital & Health Care / Zurich, Switzerland
Specialization/Expertise: Cardiology; Psychosocial; Psychosomatic
Education: Doctorate, Social Medicine and Economics, University of Zurich, IHM (1986)

Biography

Dr. Urs Schneider is a practicing Medical Doctor and is currently serving in the capacity of Chief Medical
Officer of Philips Healthcare. In his role, Dr. Schneider oversees sectors within Austria, Germany, and
Switzerland. In addition, he serves on the global clinical research board, consisting of twelve members who
drive the cultural and ethical ideas in the medical field. Most of his career focus has been on specializing in
cardiology, psych medicine, and social medicine. Dr. Schneider has always had a passion for medicine and
research to change the lives of others. He attributes his success to being able to listen to others,
interpersonal relationships, and building sustainable relationships with others.
http://www.healthcare.philips.com/
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Anders Jeppesen
Senior Dynamics CRM and Integration Specialist @ Anjep Consulting ApS
Consulting / Taastrup, Denmark
Specialization/Expertise: Integration Platform; Computer Software
Education: Microsoft Certified Business Management Solutions Specialist CRM 4.0

Biography

Anders Jeppesen is an integration specialist, responsible for an expansive range of systems and formats.
He has the experience via Scribe, Biztalk, and Dynamics Connector.
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David Bole
Founder and President @ JDS Energy LLC
Oil, Gas, Energy / Houston, TX, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Business Development; Wealth Management; Energy Education
Education: Petroleum Land Management, University of Oklahoma (1961)

Biography

David L. Bole has been recognized industry-wide for over 50 years in the oil and gas sector. David's
business development focus is on sourcing investment opportunities for Quantum Energy Partners in Oil
and Gas Upstream, Midstream, OFS and Power Sectors. David has experience with start-ups, M&A, A&D
and Business Development. He also has experience in executive/ownership positions including VP, CFO,
Founder, President, CEO, and Board Member in both public and private, culminating in ownership in a
large, well established Private Equity Company as Managing Director. David is "retiring" to focus on wealth
management in the family office segment of the business (Founder and President of JDS Energy LLC) and
continuing with his personal passion for education as Chairman of The Foundation for Energy Education to
inspire the youth of today to become the future industry leaders with the ability to know the truth about oil,
gas and energy.
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Penny Ludorf
Independent Management Consultant @ Self employed
Management Consulting / Ganteng, South Africa
Specialization/Expertise: Implementation; System Design; Warehouse design; Strategy
Education: Masters in Business Administration- Writs Business School

Biography

Penny Ludorf is an independent consultant who believes that hard work and dedication are the
components to delivering the best results. Penny has worked as a Management Consultant for the past 30
years and specializes in the Health Care Industry- including hospitals, clinics, medical aid schemes,
pharmaceutical manufacturing, inventory management, logistics etc. Penny has also worked with the W
Cape to develop the Central Distribution Unit for the management of patients in need of chronic
medication.
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Randall Clendening, PhD
Chief Systems Architect @ The Boeing Company
Aviation & Aerospace / Allen, TX, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Systems Engineering; Engineering Management; System Architecture: Systems
Analysis; Configuration Management
Education: PhD, Systems Engineering, George Washington University; MSc, Information Systems
Technology, George Washington University; MS, Materials Engineering, University of Dayton

Biography
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Youssef Basrawi
Engineering Consultant @ Retired Saudi Arabian Oil Company
Consulting / Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Specialization/Expertise: Consulting
Education: King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals (1967-1972); BSci, Engineering Sciences &
Engineering-Societies, ISA, SPE, EI, ASNDT, SASO, API

Biography

Youssef Basrawi is fluent in Arabic, English, German, Dutch, Italian, and Spanish.
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Johan Wahlsberg
Investment Director @ Pohjola Asset Management Ltd
Financial Services / Sundsberg, Finland
Specialization/Expertise: Managing and building up asset portfolios
Education: B.S.C., Economics, Svenska Handelsläroverket, Helsinki 1979 – 1981

Biography

Johan Wahlsberg is an Investment Director at Pohjola Asset Management Ltd with over 20 years of
banking experience. Johan is responsible for the contact to the Family Business Network in Finland. He
has a total of 22 years of banking experience. Johan aspires to eventually work as a Director/Manager for a
family office. He is fluent in Finnish, English, Swedish, and German.
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Victor Soeterik
Clinical Psychologist @ Hawkes Bay District Health Board
Mental Health Care / Onekawa, Napier, New Zealand
Specialization/Expertise: Child, Adolescent, and Family Services
Education: Postgraduate, Teaching; MA Hons, Psychology - Massey University, 1967 – 1976; Bachelors,
Education - Massey University

Biography

Victor has 44 years of experience as a clinical psychologist. He possesses a Bachelor Degree from Massey
University as well as a Master's Degree in Clinical Psychology. During his time studying there, he served as
secretary of the student union and is recognized as a lifetime member. In his current role, he works with
children, adolescents and families who are dealing with mental health issues. Victor is also involved with
various organizations, which include the New Zealand Psychological Society and the Australian Society for
the Study of Brain Impairment. He is a fan of swimming and running, but these days enjoys golf to stay in
good health. He is looking to contribute and give back using his years of expertise.
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Michael McKay
Professor of Oncology @ University of Sydney
Medical Practice / Hawthron East, Australia
Specialization/Expertise: Healthcare; Clinical Research; Hospitals; Medicine; Research; Teaching; Cancer;
Clinical Trials; Healthcare Management; Medical Education; Oncology
Education: FRANZCR- Radiation Oncology Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists;
Bachelor of Medicine- Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) (Hons)- Medicine UNSW Australia; Doctor of Medicine
(M.D.)- Doctor of Medicine UNSW Australia; PhD- Molecular Oncology and Genetics- University of Sydney

Biography

Michael is profound doctor specializing in cancer treatment and research, with over 120 publications and 10
NHMRC Project Grant. Michael sub specialization mainly in breast and colon rectal radiation oncology, he
has lead the research and publications for the past 4 years at the University of Sydney and North Coast
Cancer Center at Lismore. Michael from a young lad knew he wanted to go into medicine; his older brother
having flourished in the medical field became a great mentor and role model. This sibling relationship
nurtured him to excel at his education, and graduating with honors from the University of New South Wales.
Michael plans to continue his clinical work and start to focus on research to find better treatment, solutions,
and cures for breast and rectal cancer. Michael and his team are just a few fighting the almost seemingly
never ending battle of cancer, but one thing Michael has accomplished in this battle is to be diligent in his
efforts to end cancer globally.
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Juan Alberto Velez
CEO @ Seguros Multiva
Insurance / Mexico City, CP, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Insurance, Team leading; Business Management; Strategy; Company Growth
Education: El Instituto Panamericano de Alta Dirección de Empresa (IPADE) Masters Business
Administration 04-05; Universidad Anahuac Masters of Business & Economics 99-00; Fundación Arturo
Rosenblueth para el Avance de la Ciencia, A.C. Specialization in Computer Science 85-87; UNAM Facultad
de Ciencias, Actuaria 79-83

Biography

Juan Alberto Velez is CEO of Seguros Multiva, one of the fastest growing financial groups in Mexico. Their
economic group represents everything from insurance companies, television and radio networks, hospitals,
banks, stock brokers, etc. In his role, Juan is in charge of insurance companies under the parent company's
umbrella in the Latin America region. He has an extensive professional background, and has worked for
HSBC. Juan sees the promising potential in his company and is determined to help it grow in any way he
can. He conducts company orientations when he can. Juan is creative, open minded, and loves working
with a team. He takes joy in inspiriting and motivating his team, always strives to keep morale high. Juan,
along with his friends, joined an organization called Fundo para La Paz. The group raises money/donations
to support poor and underprivileged areas of Mexico.
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Herwig Fonteyne
Marketing and Sales Coordinator @ Belgian Consultancy
Chemicals / Oetelen, Belgium
Specialization/Expertise: Equipment Design
Education: Accounting - De Raspus

Biography

Mr. Fonteyne speaks English, Dutch, German, and French.
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Jeanmarc Thomasset
President @ TC
Consulting / Charly, France
Specialization/Expertise: Coaching with CEO's
Education: MBA, HEC (2002)

Biography

Jeanmarc Thomasset's passion is personal development. Jeanmarc helps advise CEO's to change their
business for the better. Jeanmarc lloves public speaking and would like the opportunity to go to any
conferences or seminars that we offer. He speaks German, French and English.
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Dr. Evaneth McPhee
Chairman @ Eastern Medical Clinic Ltd.
Health, Wellness and Fitness / Nassau, Bahamas
Specialization/Expertise: Public Health; Employment Interest
Education: Law Degree, MD, Masters Degree in Public Health

Biography

Dr. Evaneth McPhee has been in the healthcare industry for more than 27 years, specializing in public
health. Dr. McPhee is now Chairman of the Eastern Medical Clinic Ltd., a general practice. Dr. McPhee
divides her time by doing volunteer work, she has been working with the Red Cross for 15 years. She
serves as a Council Attorney with the Bar Association and has spoken at many conferences and seminars
in the past related to what she does. Dr. Evaneth had her thesis published while she was with Harvard
University and still receives resourceful information from the alumni. She receives information from the
University of London, and Cambridge University as well. Dr. Evaneth enjoys cooking, reading and taking
pictures in her spare time. At this stage in her career, Dr. Evaneth is seeking to network with like-mined
professionals, and share her expertise as well. She credits her success to her family background, as she
comes from a large family and her love and dedication to help the community. This is her driving force
when it comes to her accomplishments.
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Olivier Leger
Senior Consultant @ Leger Consulting
Biotechnology / Saint Sixt, France
Specialization/Expertise: Antibody Engineering Technologies, Group Leader, Drug Discovery process for
NBE; Antibody Discovery & Sequence Optimization; Humanization, & Affinity Maturation by Semi-Rational
Design
Education: Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), Immunology - University of London, 1986 – 1989; Diplome
d'Etudes Approfondies (DEA) de Biologie Santé, Option Immunologie - Université Montpellier II, France,
1983 – 1985

Biography

Olivier Leger is a senior consultant who had established his own biotechnology company 6 months ago.
He is an experienced antibody engineer with over 20 years of accomplishments in research, research
management, project management for discovery project teams, intellectual property, lead discovery and
pre-clinical development. Olivier is also the co-inventor of Natalizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody,
marketed as Tysabri® for the treatment of multiple sclerosis. He is the o-founder of Dermabiotech founded
in September 2014. He has a significant amount of international experience having worked for
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies in the UK, France and Switzerland. He speaks English and
French.
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Monica Graue
Partner @ Atabay Consulting
Consulting / Lomas de Chapultepec, Mexico City, Mexico
Specialization/Expertise: Consumer goods; Financial services; Technology
Education: Masters Degree, Human Development, Ibero Americano University (2012)

Biography

Ms. Monica Graue has over 25 years of experience as a successful headhunter. Monica is now a Partner at
Atabay Consulting, an international consulting firm. She is planning on expanding her firm and gaining
international clients as well as major clients in Mexico.
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Philip Van Den Beemt
CEO/Founder/Chairman @ UrAguru Holding/The Human Capacity Foundation
Facilities Services / Plantina Weg, Netherlands
Specialization/Expertise: Security Management; Finance; Property management; Security Operation
Education:

Biography

Philip Van Den Beemt is the CEO/Founder/Chairman of UrAguru Holding/The Human Capacity Foundation.
Philip started this new company to develop a franchise organization in Facility Services. At the moment it
has a 100 percent ownership of Rijswijkse and Rotterdamse Interior Services. Philip is currently forming a
partnership with a company in Uganda in order to start a franchise company in Uganda. He is looking to
build more franchise companies globally in Africa, India, Nepal and Europe. His focus is currently in
Amsterdam.
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Sylvia Cocca
Academic Program Assistant @ Hudson Valley Community College
Education Management / Wynantskill, NY, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Administration; Student Relations
Education: A.S., Hudson Valley Community College

Biography

Sylvia Cocca is an Academic Program Assistant II at Hudson Valley Community College. With over 14 years’
experience in the role there is nothing Silvia doesn’t know about the College and its programs. Handling a
matrix of concerns and demands with complete proficiency, Sylvia is an administrative wunderkind
producing consistently high quality results for the students and staff alike.
With an extensive history in administration, Sylvia started her administrative career with the New York
Telephone Company where she stayed for 24 years. She then took a position at Vanderheyden Hall before
joining Hudson Valley Community College. She holds an Associate’s degree in Labor Studies from Averill
Park High School/Hudson Valley Community College/Hartford Airline School and an airline stewardess
qualification from Hartford Airline School. Recognized for her accomplishments, Sylvia has received many
awards including two Meritorious Awards - 2002 & 2010, a Certificate of Excellence in Recognition of
Scholastic Achievement Personal Enrichment and she was entered into the National Honor Society in
2008.
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Joan McQuillan
Education TPA Coor., Student College Teaching Coordinator @ Illinois College
Education / Jacksonville, IL, United States
Specialization/Expertise: Education; Teaching; Teaching Performance Assessment
Education: Master's, Education Leadership & Service

Biography

A highly esteemed academic and educator, Joan McQuillan is currently a Visiting Professor in Education at
Illinois College. Illinois College is a small residential liberal arts college offering exceptional education at an
affordable cost on a safe and beautiful campus. For over 180 years, Illinois College has prepared young
men and women for lives of leadership and service. Joan’s research interests include Education; Culturally
Responsive Teaching and Learning; Life History; Sociocultural Literacy Studies; Teacher Education and
Ethics in Pre Service Education. Joan holds a Master of Education Leadership.
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Dominique Bourse
President @ Cyber Group
Media Production / Paris, France
Specialization/Expertise: Management Consultation; Production; Media; Digital Media
Education:

Biography

International executive with 20 years track-record in building international entertainment brands with
industry leaders such as The Walt Disney Company.
Extensive operational experience in:
- developing, marketing, selling and distributing mass-market or specialty entertainment products,
- launching, purchasing, managing, restructuring, downsizing and selling entertainment and media
businesses
- venture capital in the entertainment and media industry
Expertise covering:
- most industry segments: movies, television, DVD, music, interactive games, internet, book and magazine
publishing, licensing, theme parks and resorts
- main functions within these segments: product development, marketing, sales, distribution, strategic
planning, finance
20 year experience in creating, marketing and distributing new content for new media (from
Minitel/Prodegy in 1987 to PC games, video games, and webisodes, mobisodes today)
Enjoy working in an internationally and culturally diverse environment (lived and worked in the US, the
United Kingdom, Poland, and France).
Equally comfortable in a large and complex organization with strong corporate culture or in a
“roll-up-the-sleeves” start-up company.
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Andreas Pissenberger
Chemist @ Voestalpine Stahl GmbH
Chemicals / Linz, Austria
Specialization/Expertise: Laboratory Research; Experiments; Spectrometry; Spark Emissions; X-Ray
Spectrometry
Education: Ph.D., Chemistry - The Johannes Kepler University of Linz

Biography

My name is Pissenberger Andreas. I studied Technical Chemistry with Economy (WITECH) at the Johannes
Kepler university of Linz. During the study I worked as a technical assistant in the department of technology
for inorganic chemistry. My favorite field was the research of the possibilities of production of special
ceramics and their characterization. After the study I started to work at EPCOS OHG, a specialized
company for the production of special electric ceramic parts for different industrial usage. I worked as a
development engineer for the production of electric ceramics for electronics for two years. I was
responsible for the development of a special high sophisticated ceramic with optimized properties for the
usage of capacitors in especially handies and other electronics.
From 2002 up to now I work in the voestalpine Steel GmbH in Linz in the department of process
laboratory. I am as the senior expert responsible for the whole organization of the process route to analyze
process samples which are important for the out coming of the steel production. My favorite field is the
chemical steel analytics with different techniques. The important techniques are the Optical Spark Emission
Spectroscopy (=Spark-OES) and the X-ray fluorescence Spectroscopy (=XRF). In 2004 a new fully
automated system for the analization of production samples started its work. For the Spark-OES I
developed different new ways for analyzing steel in a more precise way especially for the effects of
segregation or non-metallic inclusions which is the greatest professional accomplishment. These works are
published in some different works and represented at different conferences like the CETAS conference,
one of world biggest conferences for process analytics for metal analysis. It was the first fully automated
system of the world which could analyze different steel grades and different sample forms automatically
and determine the segregation and the non-metallic inclusions parallel. So it was possible to proof the
quality of steel products in a few minutes. I also cooperated with other laboratories and universities within
European projects supported by the European Community. The main work was finding best practices for
the Spark-OES for special samples in the steel industry. Now my colleagues and I worked on a further
development for automatic analytics for very thin plates and special steel samples.
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